
                                    Lilith 
 
If I were a woman You mean like if 

Yeah, like if         like if the alien starship comes down again 

   like if the alien starship comes down again 

and they abduct me     again 

again      It’s embarrassing, you know 

             and they do their experiments on me 

      experiments            you are an experiment 

again     in patience 

and this time    I do not have time for this 

even the Enquirer doesn’t believe me  that makes it unanimous 

and this time they make a bigger mistake 

                                       a  bigger mistake is letting you go on like this 

they do the best they can   

       there are people out there and they are listening to you 

    

but  stop it, stop right now you always think you are funny but other 

people think you are weird 

 but      if now I were a woman   oh G-d not this again 

 

What would it be like  being a woman? 

not to feel my pants get tight  

   I’ll tell you what being a woman is like 

in a crowded elevator being a woman means having a man who  

with springtime mall scents has foolish thoughts because some girl 

in clinging silk murmuring bodies? can wiggle her way down a hall 

Not to  feel the stupidness of lust being a woman  

 



If I were now a woman   means repeating 

I would try and remember that   means repeating myself ten times  

 

Would I lose that feeling of standing against the sky 

   because my man can’t remember 

pissing in the wind  that he isn’t 

and feeling big   pissing in the wind 

feeling my power   but on my clean floor 

knowing my foolishness? 

  foolishness is loving a man and knowing that I am a fool 

 

If I were a woman        a woman           

I would try and remember that 

                           remembers    every fool that melts her heart   

swelling feeling of love  

and fierceness 

violent feeling of wanting to seize your love 

rend your love 

the anger of love 

and the tenderness that a man feels 

when all of that sweeps through 

If I were a woman 

I’d want to remember  

that feeling of Husband  

to the Universe 

out digging in the dirt 

Husband to 

Mother to 



Child of 

If I were a woman 

I’d want to remember that 

feeling of taking 

care 

responsibilities 
duties 
pride 
love 
 
I’d want to remember that 
 


